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integration window

span of pattern

short-term Fourier transform
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the integration window is usually larger than the span of the pattern 
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sound is change



sinusoids = "yardstick"
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Short-Term Fourier transform
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spectrogram
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window moves in time



Emy de Pradines, Choucoune

Capoeira

structure over longer time scales is not well captured by spectral analysis 



Memory



several facets:

(1) what is there to remember?

(2) what should we remember? 

(3) what do we remember?  

(4) how do we remember it?



What is there to remember?

potentially a lot...
- 32 to 320 kbits/s (MP3 bit rate) à 20 tbytes over 50 years

- for auditory system estimates vary widely, from 150 kbits/s in 
cochlear nerve (9000 kbits/s in optic nerve), to ~50 bits/s 
information rate of speech

actual rate depends on:
- bandwidth
- dynamic range
- redundancy



Similar situation faces science and engineering:

- LHC sensors produce ~20000 exabytes/year of raw data (2 x 10^22 bytes, 
of which 0.3 ppm are actually stored)

- NCCS stores 32 petabytes of climate data (Wikipedia)
- Level 3+ (internet & telecom provider) carries ~10 exabytes/year 
- Google's network carries ~ 4 exabytes/year
- Facebook...
- Twitter...
- etc.

exponential trend is predicted by 
Moore's law, Parkinson's law, Keck's law, Nielsen's law, Carlson's law, etc.



What should we remember?



naive answer: 
- everything! (might come in handy, some day...)

less naive: 
- costly to store à need to compress
- costly to search à need to structure
- details not useful... à need to abstract







==> no need to keep it all!

growth of predictive information with observation interval size is:
- logarithmic if finite parameters 
- power law if infinite parameters
- in any case less than linear
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memory must fade

i.e. existing memory traces must be
recoded to a coarser representation



Scalable statistics



Scalable statistics are summary statistics that:  
- can be instantiated at any scale
- can be rescaled from fine resolution to coarse.

examples: mean, variance, extrema, histogram, cardinality, etc
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Some scalable statistics:
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Non-scalable:
median, quartile, mean (in the absence of cardinality), etc.

rescaling formulae:
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7
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cardinality sum mean max



What is this useful for?
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Comparison, discrimination

- do these data differ?
- do these distributions differ?
- do these patterns belong to a different class?



comparison / discrimination

- the statistics don't need to be the 
same

- distributions can be compared e.g. 
using Kullback-Leibler divergence

- statistics allow pruning (à fast search)

histogram





pruning à fast search



now
similar to Tishby's predictive information

- The representation can be arbitrarily compact.
- An existing representation can always be made more compact, 

and still retain useful information
- Rescaling throws away information (hopefully the least useful)



How does this work for a time series like sound?

𝑛H 𝑛O𝑛P

𝑚H 𝑚O𝑚P

𝑣H 𝑣O𝑣P

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

cardinality

mean

variance

time series of data:

à time series of statistics

etc.

other useful statistics: 
- min & max, 
- autocorrelation (or power spectrum), 
- covariance (multichannel), 
- histogram, etc.
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simple application: big data display

~ 700000 samples à 1000 min-max pairs

~ 1 GB data file à 1400 * 40 min-max pairs

audio

EEG

- visually 
indistinguishable 
from full data

- works the same 
whatever the size 
(e.g. lifetime 
audio recording)

EEG



more generally: audio/multimedia/data indexing & classification
search by content, find duplicates, cluster, etc.
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a scalable index:

- adapts to arbitrary data size
- can include a variety of useful statistics
- supports hierarchical "statistics of statistics"
- supports rescaling at the system level
- frees us from the need to worry about index storage cost

The designer of an indexing scheme can include the craziest of statistics, 
as long as they are scalable, knowing that  their cost can be kept under 
control by rescaling.



Scalewise transform
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interpretation of scalewise variance:

- logarithmic power spectrum: 
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- "granularity" of distribution: 
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- scalewise variance coeffients form a time series
- they scale according to the "sum" rule

v2(1) v3(1) v4(1) v5(1) v6(1) v7(1) v8(1) v8(1)



we can calculate scalewise variance of scalewise variance



and scalewise variance of scalewise variance of scalewise variance,
and so on...



similar to Stéphane Mallat's scattering transform
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spectrum

modulation spectrum

2nd-order modulation spectrum
and so on...
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summary statistics:
- spectrogram (mean, 
variance, kurtosis)
- modulation spectrogram
- cross-channel correlation



small number of statistics
(water: ~90 numbers, fire: ~900)



Non-uniform sampling



uniform sampling



decaying sampling

similar to Tishby's predictive information



mj

non-uniform sampling



How to choose a sampling schedule?



- Extrinsic criteria (correlation with events in the world, other senses, etc.)

- organism or robot: higher resolution for features associated with critical 
choices, errors, or events

- many of us keep detailed memories of events circa 11 Sept 2001
- sound database: higher resolution for features predictive of class, or 

speech recognition
- multimedia database: higher resolution for features correlated with 

other modalities

- Intrinsic criteria (depend on data)



Intrinsic criteria (signal-dependent):

suboptimal

minimum total 
variance ∑𝑣7��

optimal



More generally: maximize the difference between the distributions of 
values in adjacent intervals (e.g. Kullback-Leibler divergence)

P Q
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The asymmetry of time



𝐷VW(𝑄| 𝑃 = 106

𝐷VW(𝑃| 𝑄 = 16

P Q

Q P

A transition from low to high variance (e.g. QàP) is more likely to justify a new 
boundary than the opposite (PàQ).

==> onsets better represented than offsets!



now

Bialek/Nemenmann/Tishby's decaying predictive information

Decaying energy in a resonator

Time is asymmetric!



The asymmetry of time

easy to hear appearance...



The asymmetry of time

Haydn's Farewell symphony (Mariinsky / Igor Gruppman, Youtube)



harder to hear disappearance...

The asymmetry of time



Connection to deep learning:

The success of convolutional networks is due in part to the dimensionality 
reduction that results from tied weights. This enforces a reasonable constraint 
(e.g. shift invariance) that does not need to be learned.

Scalability enforces similarly reasonable constraints, and also results in 
dimensionality reduction.  The basic scalability constraint is generic 
(independent from any application).  Details (e.g. non-uniform sampling) can 
be tailored to optimize for a particular task.

This idea is reinforced by the success of scattering transform approaches that 
are in some respect similar to scalable statistics.



To summarize:

• Lots to remember, can't remember it all

• Forgetting is necessary (Borges), the severity of the loss is limited (Tishby)

• Memory is not uniform: 

- more detail for recent, less for old (Tishby's fisheye)

- more for "interesting" regions of time, less for "dull"

• Must be scalable (memory trace morphs from detailed to coarse)

• This might help us undersand perceptual representations

• The idea may also be useful for engineering applications (indexing, search, 
classification)


